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WEEKLY RESUME 

INQUIRY Murder of John Gordon HUGHES.

DATE OF OFFENCE : Between 3pm 5.5.89 and 1.30pm 6.5.89 

WEEK ENDING 4 June 1989 

SCIENTIFIC/FINGERPRINT RESULTS. 

On 1.6.89, contacted by Const. TICKLE fingerprint 
section and informed a print has been identified from the 
driver window of the motor vehicle Print belongs 
to a Marcel HARE, born. 1111111 CNI No. has 
previous for state false name , stealing and traffic. 
Exhibit No. for print 89/8622. 

Inquireis resulted in the person HARE attended 
the Police Centre and establishing him as an associate of 
the owner of the vehicle John CHALITTA, with whom he went 
to Kings Cross with on the evening of the 5.5.89. A 
statement was obtained from HARE. Person no longer 
consider a suspect. 

Scientific Police have also informed Police of 
hair samples found in a 'pork pie' hat located next to the 
body of HUGHES. Inquiries by Kings Cross Police into 
the location of the suspect LOCKE and his girlfriend, 

152 'have determined from regulars in the Cross 
area that LOCKE may well be the owner of the hat. 

INQUIRIES RE: SUSPECTS 

As a result of information received from 
151 !, inquiries with the Corrective Services Dept have 

'sh-own one person named JONES served time and was in the 
same prison as HUGHES in December, 1983. Particulars of 
this person are: 

Ian Stuart JONES 
born. 

JONES as previous convictions for drugs, possess firearm, 
property offences and minor assaults. His description 
matches that supplied byL___151______!. A photo has been 
obtained. Checks of known address of JONES have found 
that he may have a parent or relative residing at 

Taren Point. Habitation check show a 
resident as an A. JONES and the suspect JONES motor 
vehicle, HMJ -725, an orange Datsun 120y sedan, 1975 
model , is still registered to that address. A check 
phone shows no subscriber. Inquiries pending. 
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With regard to the suspect Mark Phillip LOCKE, 
Queensland Homicide Dets, have established that he is in 
Queensland, although inquires are pending as to his 
present address. He is known to have registered for the 
dole at Fortitude Valley, although the address he has 
supplied the Employment office would appear bogus. 
Inquiries are pending. Information from associated of 
LOCKE in Sydney suggest LOCK usually wears a hat similar 
to the one found by Police at the crime scene next to the 
body of HUGHES. Inquiries are pending to ID this hat to 
LOCKE through his associates. 

Inquiries have also established that HUGHES was 
an orphan and it is anticipated that his particulars will 
be released to the press on the week of the 5.6.89 with a 
hope of stimulating further information flow on the murder. 


